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Abstract Terrestrial biosphere models can help identify physical processes that control carbon dynamics,
including land-atmosphere CO2 fluxes, and have the potential to project the terrestrial ecosystem response
to changing climate. It is important to identify ecosystem processes most responsible for model predictive
uncertainty and design improved model representation and observational system studies to reduce that
uncertainty. Here we identified model parameters that contribute the most uncertainty to long-term
(~100 years) projections of net ecosystem exchange, net primary production, and aboveground biomass
within a mechanistic terrestrial biosphere model (Ecosystem Demography, version 2.1) ED2. An uncertainty
analysis identified parameters that represent the quantum efficiency of light to photosynthetic conversion,
leaf respiration and soil-plant water transfer as the highest contributors to model uncertainty regardless
of time frame (annual, decadal, and centennial) and output (e.g., net ecosystem exchange, net primary
production, aboveground biomass). Contrary to expectations, the contribution of successional processes
related to reproduction, competition, and mortality did not increase as the time scale increased. These
findings suggest that uncertainty in the parameters governing short-term ecosystem processes remains the
most significant bottleneck to reducing predictive uncertainty. Key actions to reduce parameter
uncertainty include more leaf-level trait measurements across multiple sites for quantum efficiency and leaf
respiration rate. Further, the empirical representation of soil-plant water transfer should be replaced with a
mechanistic, hydraulic representation of water flow, which can be constrained with direct measurements.
This analysis focused on aboveground ecosystem processes. The impact of belowground carbon cycling,
initial conditions, and meteorological forcing should be addressed in future studies.

Plain Language Summary Terrestrial biosphere models (TBMs) are used in climate modeling to
predict exchanges of carbon dioxide, water, and energy between the land and atmosphere of the Earth.
TBMs are important because they can predict the rate at which plants and the soils absorb or emit carbon
dioxide to the atmosphere. The amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere determines the rate of climate
warming. Because TBMs are an approximation of the true land processes it is important to estimate the
amount of uncertainty within the model projections. Here we conduct an uncertainty analysis that identifies
twomodel components that contribute the most to model uncertainty: the efficiency at which light energy is
converted to photosynthesis and the rate at which leaves emit carbon dioxide. We recommend that more
leaf-level measurements be taken across multiple sites so that we better understand these two processes and
reduce the uncertainty they add to model projections.

1. Introduction

The terrestrial biosphere is responsible for the uptake of 30% of anthropogenic carbon emissions, which
helps to mitigate the increase of atmospheric CO2 and slow climate change (Le Quéré et al., 2018). It is uncer-
tain, however, how much longer the terrestrial biosphere will maintain this level of service (Arora et al., 2013;
Friedlingstein et al., 2014). Climate prediction relies in part upon terrestrial biosphere models (TBMs), which
can simulate global land carbon uptake by tracking fluxes and pools of carbon, water, thermal energy, and
momentum between the land-atmosphere interface. Although TBM uncertainty stems from several sources
including model parameters, initial conditions (e.g., soil and vegetation state), and model driver data (e.g.,
meteorological conditions), it has been demonstrated that ecosystem model parameters are one of the most
significant contributors to TBM simulation uncertainty (Lin et al., 2011).

Ecosystem observations help define appropriate ranges to model parameters that improve TBM performance
(e.g., Dietze et al., 2013). These observations include chamber gas-exchange measurements, eddy covariance
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fluxmeasurements (carbon, sensible, and latent heat flux; e.g., Braswell et al., 2005), aboveground and below-
ground biomass (e.g., Medvigy et al., 2009), leaf area and chemistry, and information on soil properties.
Through the use of remote sensing data, many of these critical measurements for informing models are
obtained regionally using active and passive remote sensing systems (Schimel et al., 2015; Shugart et al.,
2015). The importance of constraining model parameters with data is supported by the relatively high
performance of simple models (e.g., LOTEC and EC-MOD) used within a data assimilation framework
(Keenan et al., 2012; Raczka et al., 2013). More recent studies have incorporated the biometric observation
of annual woody increment, or carbon stocks, which has shown the capacity to constrain interannual to
decadal processes (i.e., 5–20 years) when compared to observations of carbon fluxes alone (Ricciuto et al.,
2011; Richardson et al., 2010).

Assimilated ecosystem observations, however, have limited impact upon reducing model uncertainty for
longer time frames. For example, Weng and Luo (2011) showed that 10 years of observations (e.g., biomass
pools, soil carbon pools, and soil respiration) assimilated into a TBM at the Duke FACE experiment only
reduced forecasting uncertainty for a few decades; century-scale carbon cycle forecasts were not well con-
strained. Overall, relatively short-term (<20 years) eddy covariance flux measurements of net ecosystem
exchange (NEE) reduce uncertainty at the subdaily to seasonal time frames but not interannual variations
in net carbon exchange and storage (Braswell et al., 2005; Ricciuto et al., 2008). In general, TBM’s have diffi-
culty capturing interannual variation in carbon uptake observed at flux towers with or without data assimila-
tion (Keenan et al., 2012; Raczka et al., 2013). An important step forward is to attribute model uncertainty to
particular ecological processes across a range of time scales (e.g., interannual to centennial) to target specific
areas that require model development and observational system studies. The implication is that the impor-
tance of ecosystem processes within a modeled system also reflects their importance in the real world
(Pappas et al., 2013; Saltelli et al., 2000). Previous sensitivity analyses of TBM’s have identified vegetation
processes as the most important for simulating carbon cycle variables, especially processes related to photo-
synthesis (e.g., Lu et al., 2013; Pappas et al., 2013; D. Ricciuto et al., 2018; Sargsyan et al., 2014). One limitation
of these studies is that they generally use uniform distributions of ecological process parameters, which could
overestimate parameter and model uncertainty.

The ecoinformatics software Predictive Ecosystem Analyzer, (PEcAn, pecanproject.org, see section 2.5)
provides a framework that combines the Biofuel Ecophysiological Traits and Yield (BETY, betydb.org, see
section 2.5.1) plant trait database and a TBM to attribute predictive uncertainty to ecosystem processes.
Specifically, this setup allows for (1) an ecosystem trait-based estimate of parameter uncertainty and (2) a
method to attribute the parameter uncertainty to model output uncertainty (LeBauer et al., 2013). This soft-
ware estimates parameter uncertainty through a Bayesian approach (section 2.5.1), that recognizes trait data
is composed of multiple distributions (i.e., collected from different sites, conditions) reflecting the heteroge-
neous nature of ecosystem processes (Dietze, 2017a). Overall, the workflow design of PEcAn is amenable to
an iterative approach where the attribution of parameter uncertainty motivates targeted field research that is
subsequently entered into the trait database (Davidson, 2012). PEcAn and the Ecosystem DemographyModel
(ED2; Medvigy et al., 2009) have been coupled previously to parameterize and simulate tundra vegetation
(Davidson, 2012), as well as biofuel crops, including switchgrass (LeBauer et al., 2013) and hybrid poplar
(Wang et al., 2013). PEcAn and ED2 were also used in a cross-biome uncertainty analysis of 17 global plant
functional types (PFTs; Dietze, Serbin et al., 2014), which identified growth respiration, soil-plant water conduc-
tance, stomatal sensitivity, carbon mortality, and quantum efficiency as contributing the most uncertainty to
net primary productivity (NPP) predictions at timescales from 1 to 10 years. All of these ED2 uncertainty ana-
lyses were performed for short time periods (<20 years). It remains unclear how the importance of processes
change for longer integration times for cohort-based models such as ED2 that link land surface dynamics
with plant demography (Fisher et al., 2018).

In general, mechanisms that influence the fast physiological response of an ecosystem to environmental
conditions (e.g., photosynthetic and respiration fluxes) should dominate carbon dynamics at short time
scales, whereas mechanisms influencing succession (e.g., mortality, resource competition, and recruitment)
should be expected to dominate at longer time scales. Within a TBM this suggests that fast physiological
response parameters (e.g., Vcmax, quantum efficiency, leaf respiration, and stomatal sensitivity) should domi-
nate the uncertainty for subdecadal time scales, whereas parameters that control competition and
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successional processes (e.g., mortality and reproduction carbon) should be more important at the centennial
time scale. This working hypothesis is consistent with previous short-term ED2 uncertainty analyses
(<20 years) for forested ecosystems (e.g., Dietze, Serbin, et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2013) in which fast response
parameters were most important. However, given the fact that long-lived trees are known to be highly sen-
sitive to mortality rate (Caswell, 2001; Franco & Silvertown, 1996), the expectation is that these successional
processes should become more important at long time scales. Furthermore, given that TBMs with demo-
graphic representation (e.g., ED2) and explicitly represent successional processes (e.g., mortality, competi-
tion, and recruitment) and are becoming more favored compared to big-leaf representations of canopies
(Fisher et al., 2018), it is essential to perform analyses that can help to parameterize these models for long
time scale simulations. Therefore, we ask three key questions: (1) what ecological processes are most impor-
tant for projecting long-term carbon uptake?, (2) do the most important processes change as a function of
time?, and (3) are processes that control fast ecosystem response versus the ecosystem successional state
most impactful at short and long time scales respectively?

We performed this analysis at the Willow Creek site (US-WCr) in Northern Wisconsin (B. D. Cook et al., 2004),
part of the Ameriflux network of sites within the Chequamegon Ecosystem-Atmosphere Study. To address
the key questions, we performed an ensemble of ED2 model simulations at US-WCr to identify the ecological
processes that contribute the most to model uncertainty according to model output (NEE, NPP, and above-
ground biomass [AGB]) and simulation time (annual, decadal, and centennial). Furthermore, we addressed
these questions while considering parameter heterogeneity (i.e., across site and treatment variation), which
to our knowledge has not been addressed for any ecosystemmodel. These findings should help guide future
observation system studies and model structural improvements that target ecosystem processes most prone
to uncertainty.

2. Methods

The ED2 cohort-based representation of an ecosystem is described (section 2.1) followed by a description of
the most influential ED2 parameters (section 2.2). Next, we describe how the forest composition (section 2.3)
and atmospheric conditions (section 2.4) are prescribed. Finally, the steps necessary to attribute parameter
uncertainty to model uncertainty are provided (section 2.5).

2.1. Ecosystem Demography Model (Version 2)

The Ecosystem Demography Model (ED2; Medvigy et al., 2009) simulates both the short- term ecosystem
response to atmospheric conditions as well as the long-term evolution of the ecosystem state from resource
competition. ED2 uses size- and age-structured vegetation dynamics to capture the competition that a
cohort of trees (i.e., trees of identical PFT, biomass, and stem density) experience for light, nutrients, and other
resources. Representation of this fine-scale competition is important for properly simulating successional
growth and long-term carbon dynamics within a forest (Pacala & Deutschman, 1995), yet is unaccounted
for in the more common big-leaf TBMs (Levin et al., 1997). ED2 tracks stand and landscape processes by mod-
eling the dynamics of cohorts and patches (i.e., groups of cohorts with similar stand age). The evolution of
each cohort (i.e., changes in stem density from mortality and disturbance and biomass from growth) is gov-
erned by the biological and physical processes represented in the model conditioned upon the size and age
since last disturbance. Although tracking size structure to capture fine-scale dynamics of plants is not unique
to ED2 (Fisher et al., 2018), ED2’s methodology for tracking the landscape-scale distribution of the size-age
class distribution allows for the efficient spatial scaling from the cohort to patch to regional scales.

The biological and physical processes represented within ED2 include plant ecophysiology and photosynth-
esis (Farquhar et al., 1980), soil biogeochemistry (Bolker et al., 1998; Parton et al., 1988), hydrology (Walko
et al., 2000), and leaf phenology (Botta et al., 2000). These biophysical processes, in turn, influence the fluxes
of carbon, surface energy, moisture, and momentum (Medvigy et al., 2009; Rogers et al., 2017). Although
model complexity by itself is not a guarantee of model performance, ED2 has had success in simulating inter-
annual variation in carbon uptake (Trugman et al., 2016), simulating forest growth for regions remote from
the calibration sites (Medvigy et al., 2009; Medvigy & Moorcroft, 2012), and performing well within the
North American Carbon Program Site Synthesis (Dietze & Moorcroft, 2011; Schwalm et al., 2010).
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Although ED2 also simulates nitrogen, nutrient limitation is turned off for these simulations to reduce the
complexity of the processes controlling carbon exchange and limit the parameters contributing to model
uncertainty. Additional specifics of the model structure and operation have been described in detail else-
where (Medvigy, 2006; Medvigy et al., 2009; Moorcroft et al., 2001). Here we focused on a mechanistic
description tailored specifically to the parameters that were varied during the uncertainty analysis
(section 2.2).

2.2. ED2 Parameter Description

The complete list of parameters varied in our sensitivity analysis (Table 1) was chosen because they (1) repre-
sented ecological processes that were important for previous uncertainty analyses with ED2 simulations
(Dietze, Serbin, et al., 2014; LeBauer et al., 2013; Medvigy et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2013) and (2) were influential
in preliminary long-term carbon sequestration simulations performed for this study. A parameter description
is provided here (parameters listed in italics) with more details located in Text S1 in the supporting informa-
tion or Rogers et al. (2017). Gross primary productivity (GPP) is represented by a standard enzyme-kinetic
model, which describes a plant’s demand for carbon as the minimum between the light limited (influenced
by quantum efficiency) and enzyme limited reaction rate (influenced by Vcmax) during photosynthesis
(Farquhar et al., 1980). The quantum efficiency is the maximum molar efficiency at which absorbed photo-
synthetically active radiation is converted into assimilated CO2, whereas Vcmax controls the maximum rate
of CO2 assimilation performed by the Rubisco enzyme. Photosynthetic and transpiration rates are coupled
through the leaf stomatal conductance (influenced by stomatal sensitivity) following the Leuning (1995) var-
iant of the Ball-Berry model (Ball et al., 1987).

Photosynthesis and transpiration are limited by plant-soil water transport, which is calculated as the product
of a soil-plant water conductance parameter, available groundwater, and fine root biomass. The water conduc-
tance parameter is an empirical attempt to estimate the resistance of water flow from the soil to leaf. If the
water supply does not meet the canopy water demand, calculated based on the stomatal conductance
and vapor pressure deficit, the GPP and transpiration are scaled down. The specific leaf area is the leaf surface
area per unit mass of leaf carbon and determines the amount of leaf surface area available to absorb light for
photosynthesis and for transpiration.

Table 1
List of Median Parameter Values for All Three Plant Functional Types (PFTs) Used Within the Simulation

Parameter name Description Units
Early

hardwood
Mid

hardwood
Late

hardwood

Carbon balance
mortality

Mortality from light competition year�1 3.50* 7.00* 20.0

Root turnover Transfer rate of fine root to litter carbon pool year�1 0.691 0.681 0.673
Growth respiration Fraction of assimilated carbon to growth respiration gC gC�1 0.351 0.351 0.351
Stomatal sensitivity Controls stomatal response to environment changes dimensionless 5.87 5.75 5.87
Root/Leaf carbon Ratio of carbon allocated to fine roots/leaves gC gC�1 0.636 0.995 1.47
Recruitment carbon Fraction of storage carbon allocated to recruitment gC gC�1 0.318 0.316 0.312
Labile carbon Fraction of litter carbon allocated to labile carbon pool gC gC�1 0.79 0.79 0.49
Soil–plant water
conductance

Measure of soil moisture stress m2 kg leaf�1 0.00496 0.00470 0.00474

Background
mortality

Mortality from non resource- competition processes year�1 0.001 0.001 0.001

Specific leaf area Leaf area per leaf mass m2 kg leaf�1 13.66 14.32 16.6
Leaf respiration Controls rate of leaf maintenance respiration μmol CO2 m

�2 s�1 1.32 0.50 1.97
Quantum efficiency Rate at which radiation is converted to

assimilated carbon
μmol CO2 (μmol photon)�1 0.0577 0.0396 0.06*

Vcmax Carboxylation rate of photosynthesis at 25 °C μmol CO2 m
�2 s�1 39.65 41.64 44.8

Root respiration Controls rate of fine root respiration μmol CO2 kg
�1 s�1 8.34 8.34 8.31

Minimum height Minimum height for plant reproduction meters 5.00 5.00 5.00

Note. Refer to Figure 2. These median parameter values are based on the posterior_re parameter distribution estimated using a Bayesian meta-analysis approach
(see section 2.5.1) that combines expert priors (Dietze, Serbin, et al., 2014) and trait data (Table S1). The asterisk indicates that the nominal parameter values were
manually tuned to gain a reasonable distribution of successional PFTs for near present-day conditions (see section 2.5.2).
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Plant (autotrophic) respiration is the sum of leaf maintenance respiration,
root maintenance respiration, and growth respiration (all plant tissues).
The leaf and root respiration is modeled as a function of respiration rate
parameters (leaf respiration and root respiration), biomass, and tempera-
ture. The respiration required to support tissue growth is modeled as a
fixed fraction (growth respiration) of the previous day’s carbon balance.
The root turnover parameter is a coefficient that determines the (turnover)
rate at which fine roots are transferred to the litter pool. The root/leaf car-
bon parameter determines the fraction of the active biomass carbon pool
(Ba) that is partitioned between roots and leaves, and assumes that these
pools are always in a fixed ratio. If the active biomass carbon pool exceeds
the allometric expectation based on cohort tree diameter, the excess car-
bon is assigned to a storage pool (Bstorage). The amount of carbon used for
reproduction (reproduction carbon) is the fraction of Bstorage that is allo-
cated to reproduction (seed). The minimum height parameter defines the
height of a tree before it can devote carbon to seed.

Tree mortality is calculated from disturbance-driven, hard freeze, carbon
balance, and density independent contributions. Carbon-balance tree mortality is calculated as an exponen-
tially decreasing function with a decay rate parameter (carbon mortality). The likelihood of carbon-balance
mortality decreases as the cumulative carbon balance (sum of GPP, plant respiration, and litter fluxes) for a
cohort approaches the maximum possible cumulative carbon balance (i.e., cohort at top of canopy). This is
meant to account for shading competition between cohorts. The density independent mortality parameter
(background mortality) is the background mortality rate in the absence of competition taking into account
processes like wind and insect damage.

2.3. Site and Prescription of Initial Vegetation Conditions

All model simulations were performed at the Ameriflux site of Willow Creek (US-WCr) because it has a long-
term flux record with considerable ancillary biological data and is representative of the larger region having
experienced both climate change (Woods, 2000). In this way these findings should be applicable to a broader
area across North America with similar ecosystem type. The site is a secondary deciduous broadleaf forest
recovering from a 1930 clear-cut harvest and consists primarily of sugar maple, red oak, birch, and basswood
tree species. Flux tower observations (Cook et al., 2004) have recorded carbon, sensible and latent heat fluxes
since 1998. Both witness tree data (Liu et al., 2011) and a land cover data set developed by the Wisconsin
Initiative for Statewide Cooperation on Landscape Analysis and Data (WISCLAND; Figure 1) were used to
define the forest species composition (Figure S1), tree diameter, and stem density at the start of the model
simulation during the year 1900. See Text S2 for more details. The soil carbon pools were initialized from
contemporary observations of soil carbon located at the nearby, old growth, Sylvania Forest (Ameriflux site:
US-Syv) in northern Wisconsin (Tang et al., 2009). It was assumed that the observed soil carbon at US-Syv is
comparable to US-WCr (~1900) as both sites would, in 1900, have been old growth forests (>300 years since
last disturbance).

2.4. Prescription of Atmospheric Conditions

We designed a custom meteorology product to perform the ED2 simulations that combined the multide-
cadal trends of Climate Research Unit, National Centers for Environmental Prediction (CRU-NCEP) meteor-
ology product (1901–2010), with the site-level, high temporal resolution observations from the US-WCr
(1998–2006; Ricciuto et al., 2013). We provided meteorological forcing to ED2 at 30-min resolution for
air temperature, precipitation rate, wind speed, specific humidity, air pressure, longwave radiation, and
shortwave radiation. The details of this method are provided in Text S3 and Figure S2. ED2 requires spe-
cific frequency bands of radiation to run; therefore, we used an algorithm (Weiss & Norman, 1985) to parti-
tion the total shortwave radiation into direct (visible and infrared) and diffuse (visible and infrared)
components based upon the potential shortwave radiation from a cloudless sky as function of time of
year, time of day, and location.

Figure 1. Vegetation land cover map centered on the coordinates of Willow
Creek, Wisconsin (latitude: 45.81, longitude: �90.08, Ameriflux site: US-WCr),
indicated by the black dot. The black box represents the 16-km2 region
from which the witness tree data observations were taken. This figure was
created by data (~2000) and plotting tools available at: http://dnr.wi.gov/
maps/gis/datalandcover.html. All blue shades represent wetland.
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The monthly atmospheric CO2 concentration time series at US-WCrwas derived from the annual mean atmo-
spheric CO2 from both the Law Dome record (Etheridge et al., 1998) and Mauna Loa Observatory record
(Thoning et al., 1989). The average seasonal cycle of atmospheric CO2 as measured from the 1998–2006 flux
tower records at US-WCr was added to the Law Dome/Mauna Loa record to estimate US-WCr atmospheric
CO2 from 1901 to 2010 (Figure S2).

2.5. Attributing Uncertainty to Ecological Processes

One way to quantify the influence of an ecosystem process upon carbon dynamics is through the attribu-
tion of ecosystem process parameter uncertainty to model output uncertainty. In practice, this is done by
performing an ensemble of model simulations that spans the range of uncertainty for each process para-
meter (parameter uncertainty) and the range of the model solutions is an estimate of model uncertainty.
The model uncertainty is a function of both the parameter uncertainty and the inherent sensitivity of
the model to the parameter change. We used the Predictive Ecosystem Analyzer (PEcAn) ecoinformatics
software version 0.3.2 (www.pecanproject.org) to calculate the parameter uncertainty as described in
section 2.5.1. We then used that parameter uncertainty to organize and execute a series of ED2 simula-
tions to calculate the model sensitivity and model uncertainty as described in section 2.5.2. A discussion
of how parameter interactions may have contributed to model uncertainty is provided in section 2.5.3.
To help simplify this analysis, only parameter uncertainty for the late hardwood PFT is considered as
described in section 2.5.4.
2.5.1. Calculating Parameter Uncertainty
The parameter uncertainty was calculated based upon a library of independent, prior parameter distribu-
tions, and trait data available within the BETY database. These prior parameter distributions provided impor-
tant information about the most likely parameter values, although the distributions were broad. Information
about the prior distribution and trait data (when available) were combined using a Bayesian approach to esti-
mate the posterior distribution for each parameter. The trait data (e.g., Table S1 in the supporting informa-
tion; last access January 2014) were based upon field data or summary statistics collected from literature
and are specific to a PFT (e.g., Bauer et al., 2001; Jose & Gillespie, 1996; Walters et al., 1993). In practice, trait
data were not available for every parameter; therefore, parameters without trait data used the prior distribu-
tions to estimate parameter uncertainty.

To calculate the posterior distributions, PEcAn used the trait data and prior distributions to inform a linear
mixed model for the unobserved true trait mean Θij,

Θij ¼ β0 þ βsite ið Þ þ βtr∣site ijð Þ þ βghI ið Þ; (1)

which is a combination of the global trait mean (β0), a normal random effect for study site (βsite(i); i.e., accounts
for spatial influence of topography, soil, etc.), a nested normal random effect for any experimental treatments
(βtr ∣ site(ij); i.e., accounts for influence of temperature, nitrogen etc.), and a fixed effect for greenhouse studies
(βgh; LeBauer et al., 2013). The term I(i) is an indicator variable set to 0 for field studies and 1 for studies con-
ducted in a greenhouse, growth chamber, or pot experiment. The posterior median for β0 is the nominal
parameter value input to ED2 and subsequently varied according to the posterior distribution of β0 to per-
form the sensitivity and ensemble analysis. PEcAn uses JAGS software version 2.2.0 (Plummer, 2010) to fit
equation (1). During the fitting procedure the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) chains (4 per parameter)
were tested for convergence according to the Gelman-Brooks-Rubin convergence criteria (Gelman &
Rubin, 1992). More details on the linear mixed model and the fitting procedure can be found in LeBauer
et al. (2013) and Text S4.

Two separate posterior distributions were calculated for this analysis, the first included the random effect
terms when solving equation (1) (posterior_re) and the other excluded the random effects (posterior). Both
the posterior_re and posterior distributions were calculated from the identical trait observations from the
BETY database. The difference in the distributions arise from the effect of excluding the random effect terms
in equation (1) (βsite(i) = 0, βtr ∣ site(ij) = 0), which assumes that all the trait observations were taken from the
same population. The metric used to quantify parameter uncertainty is the coefficient of variation (CV),
defined as the posterior standard deviation divided by the posterior mean (CV).
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2.5.2. Calculating Parameter Sensitivity and Contribution to Model Uncertainty
The parameter distributions (section 2.5.1) were sampled to design a series of ED2 simulations to estimate the
parameter contribution to model output uncertainty (e.g., mean, standard error, and credible interval).
Specifically, ED2 was evaluated at ±(1,2,3) σ quantiles of the parameter being analyzed with all other para-
meters held at their nominal values listed in Table 1. The parameter uncertainty was transformed into the
model uncertainty by fitting a cubic polynomial function (spline), gp, to the model output. The partial var-
iance, or fraction of the total variance contributed by parameter p, is estimated as

partial variancep ¼
Var gp βop

� �h i

∑mp¼1Var gp βop
� �h i ; (2)

where Var represents the variance operator, m is the total number of parameters that were varied, g is the
fitted spline function, and βo is the Monte Carlo sample of parameter values (based upon the parameter dis-
tribution (section 2.5.1) at which the spline is evaluated. The partial variance depends on both the parameter
uncertainty (CV) and also the model elasticity (sensitivity of model to changes in a parameter). The elasticity is
calculated as the derivative of gp evaluated at the median parameter value, then multiplied by the parameter
median over the model output median.

This partial variance calculation is a univariate approach and does not account for the interaction between
parameters. Therefore, parameter interactions were calculated separately following LeBauer et al. (2013) in
which the ensemble variance and the univariate estimate of variance are related by

Var f βoð Þ½ � ¼ ∑mp¼1Var gp βop
� �h i

þ ω: (3)

Equation (3) states that the ensemble variance is equal to the sum of the parameter-specific univariate var-
iances and a parameter interaction term ω. The ensemble (multivariate) variance was calculated by varying
all parameters simultaneously to generate an ensemble of ED2 simulations. The sampling of the parameter
distributions to create the ensemble used standard Monte Carlo techniques and was performed indepen-
dently; therefore, there were no correlation between parameters. In practice, the computational expense
of the ED2 model limited the number of ensemble members. The minimum number of members required
to quantify the total variance was estimated by evaluating the ensemble variance as a function of the number
of ensemble members. We conducted 200 ensemble runs as it exceeded the threshold beyond which the
ensemble variance reached a constant value. Additional details about the multivariate variance calculation
are located in Text S5.
2.5.3. Identifying Parameter Interactions
We used parameter interactions to identify the remaining parameters that significantly contributed to model
uncertainty and were not identified within the univariate sensitivity analysis (section 2.5.2). Although equa-
tion (3) can identify the presence of interactions, it cannot identify specific parameter combinations respon-
sible for the interaction. Therefore, we tested for specific pairs of parameters that interact by performing a
filtered ensemble analysis (e.g., Knutti et al., 2002; Sriver et al., 2012). First, for every parameter combination
a scatter plot was populated from the normalized parameter values defined by the ensemble. Second,
parameter combinations were removed that led to model output outside the bounds of the NEE and AGB
observations. Third, parameters were considered to interact if the filtered parameter pairs were
significantly correlated.

The observations used to filter the parameter values were the average NEE from 2000 to 2005 as calculated
by aggregated flux tower data (Ricciuto et al., 2013) and contemporary remotely sensed biomass data
(Kellndorfer et al., 2012). Remotely sensed biomass data were chosen instead of plot-level, allometric-based
biomass estimates because it was more consistent with the spatial region from the witness tree data and
likely provided a more realistic estimate of biomass variability. The observed mean biomass at US-WCr was
estimated from the average biomass of the 3 × 3 km2 region composed of 30 × 30 m2 grid cells surrounding
the US-WCr forest stand. The acceptable range in the average biomass was estimated by the variation in the
1 × 1 km2 subgrid regions. Following Barr et al. (2009) the uncertainty of the NEE was estimated by account-
ing for uncertainty from (1) limited sampling of turbulent eddies, (2) the choice of friction velocity filtering
threshold, and (3) the gap-filling algorithm for missing flux data.
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2.5.4. Implementing the Uncertainty Analysis at Willow Creek
(US-WCr)
All simulations were run from June 1901 to January 2010, with initial vege-
tation conditions defined by the witness tree data (section 2.3) and atmo-
spheric conditions (section 2.4). In accordance with site disturbance
history, a clear-cut harvest was imposed within the model during the
spring of 1930 by removing all AGB, and 99% of the belowground biomass.
The removal of the belowground biomass was necessary to avoid unrealis-
tic and vigorous resprouting of the forest immediately after the clear-cut.
All of the harvested biomass was removed from the site and did not
contribute to soil carbon or carbon emissions.

The contribution of model parameter uncertainty to themodel uncertainty
was evaluated by performing an uncertainty attribution analysis (sections
2.5.2 and 2.5.3) for model outputs of NEE, NPP, and AGB. The parameter
contribution to model uncertainty was evaluated for short (1935–1940),
middle (1935–70), and long (1935–2009) time frames of the model output.
For simplicity these are referred to as annual, decadal, and centennial time
frames, respectively, hereafter. These time frames were chosen to capture
the growth and succession behavior after the imposed clear-cut of 1930.

For this analysis all conifer, early, and mid hardwood PFT parameters were
fixed to their median values, and only the 15 late hardwood PFT para-
meters were allowed to vary across their parameter distributions. It was
hypothesized that the overall forest stand dynamics at US-WCr is most sen-
sitive to the late successional PFT given that this PFT dominates the
present-day forest. This was also done to reduce the computational
expense because each PFT had a separate parameter set.

This analysis was repeated for three separate parameter distributions: (1) prior, (2) posterior, and (3) poster-
ior_re. The prior distributions used no trait data, only including the prior knowledge of the parameter distri-
bution from the BETY database (Dietze, Serbin, et al., 2014). The posterior and posterior_re distributions
include assimilated trait data through the Bayesian approach (section 2.5.1). If trait data were not available
for a parameter, the prior distribution was used for all distributions. Unless otherwise noted, the posterior_re
is the default within the results and discussion, and we discuss how this methodology influenced the results
(section 4.3). In addition to the Bayesian approach, we performed manual hand adjustments to the quantum
efficiency and carbon balance mortality parameter distributions to improve model agreement with contem-
porary observations (Figure 2). More information about the US-WCr observations can be found in Table S2
(Cook et al., 2008; Curtis et al., 2002). The parameter distributions for quantum efficiency for the late hard-
wood PFT (prior, posterior, and posterior_re) were tuned such that the median value increased from 0.045
to 0.06 μmol CO2/(μmol photon) and the CV was kept the same. The nominal values for the carbon balance
mortality for the early and middle hardwood PFTs were decreased from 20 year�1 to 3.5 and 7.0 year�1,
respectively. More details and justification for the manual tuning are provided in Text S6 (Davis, 2003;
Singsaas et al., 2001).

For clarity and consistency when discussing elements of the sensitivity analysis, the uncertainty in the para-
meter values are referred to as parameter uncertainty (estimated by CV), the inherent model response to
changes in a parameter is referred to as sensitivity (estimated by elasticity), and the variation in model output
is referred to as model uncertainty (estimated by partial variance).

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Prior and Posterior Parameter Uncertainty

The late hardwood PFT parameter distribution for the prior, posterior, and posterior_re are described in Table 2
and Figure 3. Trait data were available for the meta-analysis for 5 out of the 15 parameters: root/leaf carbon,
specific leaf area, leaf respiration, Vcmax, and quantum efficiency. The reduction in parameter spread (CI range)

Figure 2. The simulation at US-WCr (using the median parameter values pro-
vided in Table 1) for (a) leaf area index and (b) aboveground biomass (AGB).
The sharp drop at the year 1930 represents the prescribed logging event
performed to mimic the actual management history of this site.
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between the prior and posterior_re was 70%, 77%, 82%, 62%, and 47%, respectively, whereas the prior to
posterior reduction in spread was much greater (97%, 99%, 99%, 97%, and 98%).

3.2. Model Output Uncertainty

The ensemble spread of all model output was strongly dependent upon the parameter distribution (Figure 4)
where the CI range decreased in order from prior to posterior_re to posterior. The 95% confidence interval of

Table 2
Parameter Distributions (posterior_re) for the Late Hardwood PFT as Shown in Figure 3 as Used in the Sensitivity Analysis

Parameters Distribution (a,b) a b N Median Lower bound Upper bound

Carbon balance mortality Gamma 1.47 0.0578 - 20.0 1.75 82.3
Root turnover Weibull 1.55 0.862 - 0.49 0.053 0.94
Growth respiration Beta 4.06 7.20 - 0.351 0.12 0.65
Stomatal sensitivity Lognormal 1.76 0.38 - 5.84 2.73 12.4
Root/leaf carbon Gamma 8.75 7.89 2 1.47 0.412 2.52
Reproduction carbon Beta 2.00 3.00 - 0.312 0.046 0.72
Labile carbon Beta 1.50 1.50 - 0.49 0.053 0.94
Soil-plant water cond. Log normal �5.40 3.00 - 0.00474 1.2e�05 2.17
Background mortality Uniform 0.00 0.02 - 0.001 5.1e�04 0.02
Specific leaf area Normal 16.6 2.24 88 16.6 10.3 22.8
Leaf respiration Weibull 2.72 1.86 44 1.97 0.33 3.61
Quantum efficiency Gamma 4.46 59.7 13 0.06 0.02 0.22
Vcmax Normal 44.8 15.2 22 44.8 2.48 87.1
Root respiration Weibull 2.00 10.00 - 8.31 1.37 19.3
Minimum height Gamma 1.50 0.20 - 5.00 0.48 24.8

Note. The values a and b define the constants of the distribution function (LeBauer et al., 2014) for each parameter used in the sensitivity analysis. The sample size
(N) is the number of mean trait observations used in the meta-analysis. Where trait data were not available, the parameter distributions were defined as the prior
(Figure 3). The 95% credible interval (lower bound, upper bound) for each parameter is provided. The parameter units are provided in Table 1.

Figure 3. Parameter distributions for the late successional plant functional type. The prior distributions were taken from
the BETY database (section 2.5.1) and were relatively broad. A Bayesian meta-analysis was performed to combine the
posterior distributions with trait data (when available) to create posterior and posterior_re (includes random effects) dis-
tributions. These parameter distributions were used to estimate both the parameter and model uncertainty.
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the ensemble prior ranged from 101 to 1,471 gC m�2 year�1 for NEE, 616–2,834 gC m�2 year�1 for NPP, and
4–48 kgC m�2 for AGB. The CI ranges reduced by 48%, 42%, and 70% from the prior to the posterior_re
ensemble and by 80%, 72%, and 76% from the prior to posterior ensemble for NEE, NPP, and AGB,
respectively.

3.3. Ecosystem Process Parameters that Contribute Most to Model Uncertainty

The model uncertainty based upon the posterior_re parameter distribution was dominated by the influence
of the quantum efficiency, leaf respiration, and soil-plant water conductance (Figure 5). Overall this led to
model uncertainty contributions of 40%, 18%, and 13% for quantum efficiency, leaf respiration, and soil-
plant water conductance, respectively, for centennial NEE (Figure 6). Furthermore, the results of the uncer-
tainty analysis based on the posterior_re distribution were similar regardless of model output (NEE, NPP,
and AGB) and time frame (annual, decadal, and centennial; Figure 7). When parameter uncertainty was esti-
mated by the posterior distribution, however, the parameters contributing the most to model uncertainty for
centennial NEE were soil-plant water conductance (37%), reproduction carbon (24%), and growth respiration
(20%). These parameters were the most important regardless of time or model output, although the relative
order of importance shifted (Figures 6 and 7). Next, we discuss why these parameters contributed highly to
uncertainty and how to reduce that contribution.

Figure 4. The 95% confidence intervals (shaded region) for the model output ensemble spread for the prior, posterior_re,
and posterior parameter distributions for (a) net ecosystem exchange (NEE), (c) cumulative NEE, (d) net primary
production (NPP), and (e) aboveground biomass (AGB). (b and f) Observations are for the 2000–2005 mean NEE (± 2σ),
and 2000 AGB (± 2σ). The model simulation ensemble spread for the same time period respectively (vertical lines in panels
a and e) is represented with box (25%, median, and 75% quartiles) and whisker (95% CI) plots (panels b and f). Negative NEE
values represent a carbon sink to the land.
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The high contribution of quantum efficiency and leaf respiration to model uncertainty was from a combination
of high CV and elasticity (Figure 6). Although each parameter was subject to constraint by 13 and 44 sources
of trait data respectively (Table 2), the effective sample size for reducing the parameter uncertainty was much
lower (four and seven total sites, respectively). Therefore, the parameter uncertainty within the random
effects model (i.e., within-site, across site, treatment, and greenhouse parameters) remained poorly con-
strained (Table S3). Leaf respiration is a fundamental physiological process tied to leaf cellular maintenance,
while the quantum efficiency describes the initial slope of the relationship of photosynthesis to light and reg-
ulates the rate of carbon uptake under subsaturating conditions, and varies substantially across TBMs (Rogers
et al., 2017). More field observations of these traits should be made a priority because they fundamentally
control the leaf exchange of CO2, are present in almost all TBMs (Rogers et al., 2017), and can be measured
simultaneously using direct, leaf level photosynthetic light response curves.

The soil–plant water conductance parameter contributed the next most to model uncertainty in part because
there was no trait data to reduce parameter uncertainty (Figure 3; i.e., not a directly observable trait).
Assimilation of tower-based latent heat fluxes has the potential to inform the water conductance parameter;
however, this is a weak constraint because tower-based latent heat fluxes do not distinguish between eva-
poration and canopy transpiration (Medvigy et al., 2009). Sap flux is a direct measure of stem transpiration
and would likely provide a better constraint (Dietze, Serbin, et al., 2014); however, given the formulation in
ED2, this approach also requires well-constrained estimates of LAI, stomatal slope, soil moisture, and fine root
biomass. A better approach to representing water stress is to implement a hydraulic conductance model
(Sperry & Love, 2015), thereby eliminating the need for an overall water conductance parameter. Hydraulic

Figure 5. The response of model simulated net ecosystem exchange (NEE; 1935–2009 average; negative value = carbon
sink) to parameter uncertainty according to the prior distribution (red), posterior distribution with random effects (pos-
terior_re, blue), and posterior distribution without random effects (posterior, black). Themodel was evaluated at themedian;
±1, 2 σ quantiles for the prior distribution and the median, and ±1, 2, 3 σ quantiles for the posterior distributions. The
evaluated model response is fitted with a spline function for each parameter.
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conductance models explicitly simulate water supply to the leaf through plant trait measurements (e.g.,
conductance across plant tissues and water potential at reduced conductivity). Such a model has been
included in a recent update to ED2 (Xu et al., 2016) and could be constrained with existing databases for
hydraulic traits (Bartlett et al., 2016; Choat et al., 2012).

The reproduction carbon parameter is also not directly observable and needs to be inferred from recruitment
rate observations, which are difficult to find. Within ED2, the observed recruitment rate is a function of both
the allocation of carbon to reproduction and a composite loss rate that combines seed and seedlingmortality
along with nonseed reproductive allocation (e.g., flowers, nectar, and pollen), which are highly conceptua-
lized (nonmechanistic) parameters. For this analysis the loss rate was fixed at 95% because the correlation
(equifinality) between these two parameters makes it challenging to constrain each individually. In a more
recent implementation of ED2, the seedling mortality of aspen and black spruce was constrained by growth
trends and germination experiments with mortality increasing with organic layer depth (Trugman et al.,
2016). In general, a more detailed model representation of the processes that control the carbon allocated
to reproduction, seed dispersal, and sapling survival is needed and an active topic of research (e.g., Clark
et al., 2012; Schupp & Jordano, 2011). A particularly important question is to what degree large-scale models
need to represent distance- and density-dependent mechanisms of mortality that go beyond carbon bal-
ance, such as seed and seedling predation and disease, which have long been thought to play a large role
in population stability and the maintenance of biodiversity (Bagchi et al., 2014; Dietze & Matthes, 2014;
Janzen, 1970).

The growth respiration parameter is challenging to estimate as it is represents the overall building cost from a
variety of plant tissues (Medvigy et al., 2009). A more detailed approach to represent growth respiration is
through a pathway analysis approach (Penning de Vries et al., 1974) which accounts for the fact that bio-
synthesis costs are dependent upon the type of biochemical compounds (i.e., protein, carbohydrates, lipids,
lignin, and organic acids) and their abundance in different plant tissues (e.g., leaf, stem, and root). This
approach is being implemented in PEcAn; however, a significant bottleneck is that plant trait databases need
more plant tissue composition data to make use of the additional mechanistic complexity.

We found no compelling evidence that parameter interactions significantly altered the evaluation of impor-
tant parameters in this analysis. The>50% reduction between the ensemble variance and sum of the univari-
ate variance (Table S4) demonstrated significant parameter interaction; however, this was not surprising
given that ED2 is a mechanistically detailed and nonlinear model. The bivariate approach (section 2.5.3)

Figure 6. The parameter contribution to centennial-time scale model uncertainty (1935–2009 average net ecosystem
exchange [NEE]) described in terms of (left panel) parameter uncertainty (coefficient of variation [CV]), (middle panel)
model sensitivity (elasticity), and (right panel) model uncertainty (partial variance) for the posterior_re distribution (blue)
and posterior distribution (black), respectively. The asterisk indicates that the soil-plant water conductance CV (1.7 * 106%)
was displayed to 100 for better viewing of all parameters.
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identified overall weak parameter correlations given 8% and 4% of all possible parameter combinations was
correlated to 95% certainty for NEE and NEE/AGB filtering, respectively (Figures S3 and S4). We expected 5%
of the parameters to have correlation purely by chance alone, suggesting interactions played a minimal role
on the results.

4. Discussion
4.1. Ecosystem Processes Contributing to Carbon Uptake Uncertainty

An uncertainty attribution analysis was performed within a cohort-based TBM (ED2) to understand what eco-
logical processes contribute themost to carbon uptake uncertainty. Whereas previous analyses focused upon
relatively short-term (<20 years) carbon dynamics (e.g., Dietze, Serbin, et al., 2014) or a single time frame (e.g.,
Pappas et al., 2013; Ricciuto et al., 2018), here we focused on multiple time frames (annual, multidecadal, and
centennial). For this analysis, the expectation was that fast physiological parameters (e.g., Vcmax, quantum effi-
ciency, leaf respiration, and stomatal sensitivity) were expected to dominate the carbon dynamic uncertainty
for short time scales, whereas parameters that control successional processes and the ecosystem state (e.g.,

Figure 7. The relative contribution of ecological parameters to model uncertainty (partial variances) based upon the poster-
ior_re (blue) and posterior (black) distributions for net ecosystem exchange (NEE), net primary production (NPP), and
aboveground biomass (AGB) averaged for different time scales: 10 year = 1935–1940, 50 year = 1935–1970, and
100 year = 1935–2009.
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mortality parameters and reproduction carbon) were expected to be more important at the centennial time
scale. Instead, we found that parameters related to the fast physiological response including quantum
efficiency, leaf respiration, soil–plant water conductance, and growth respiration contributed the most to
carbon uptake regardless of the time frame. This finding that fast-response parameters controlled the
carbon dynamics was generally consistent with previous short-term ED2 uncertainty analyses performed at
multiple biomes (Dietze, Serbin, et al., 2014), poplar (Wang et al., 2013) and switchgrass (LeBauer et al.,
2013; Tables 3 and 4). The only ecosystem parameter within this study associated with long-term
successional processes and model state and contributed significantly to model uncertainty was
reproduction carbon; however, it never accounted for more than 10% of the model uncertainty (Figure 7).

Other sensitivity analyses performed across multiple sites and PFTs identified processes related to photo-
synthesis to be themost impactful upon carbon dynamics. For example, themost influential parameters were
related to Vcmax for the Community Land Model (CLM; Sargsyan et al., 2014), Vcmax and maintenance respira-
tion for the Energy Exascale Earth SystemModel (E3SM; Ricciuto et al., 2018), Vcmax and quantum efficiency for
the Australian community land model (CABLE; Lu et al., 2013), and intrinsic quantum efficiency for the
Luna-Potsdam-Jena General Ecosystem Simulation Model (LPJ-GUESS; Pappas et al., 2013). Similar to ED2,
LPJ-GUESS is a cohort-based gap model capable of simulating competition and successional processes, yet
similar to our study, fast response physiological responses dominated. Importantly, the findings were similar
even though Pappas et al. (2013) used uniform priors, whereas our study used more informative prior and
posterior parameter distributions based on trait data. This suggests that the parameter uncertainty in our
analysis remained relatively broad despite the trait database. We discuss reasons for this in section 4.2.

The influence of successional processes upon long-term carbon dynamics could have been masked by
across-PFT parameter interactions. For example, the fact that processes related to mortality (e.g., carbon bal-
ance and density independent mortality) were not critical for the development of the overall forest dynamics
may have resulted from compensating effects between the early and mid hardwood PFTs. High mortality for
the late hardwood PFT discourages growth for that PFT; however, this should increase resource availability
(e.g., sunlight) and promote growth for the competing PFTs, providing minimal net change to the forest
stand overall. This compensating effect may explain why the simulated NEE was relatively consistent regard-
less of the PFT composition (Figures 2 and 4). The influence of across-PFT parameter interactions was not
identified here because late hardwood PFT parameters were varied and model uncertainty was based upon
total stand composition (all PFTs). Across-PFT interactions could be better isolated by (1) performing an
across-PFT sensitivity analysis (Saltelli et al., 2008) upon a more limited set of parameters for each PFT or

Table 3
Top Parameter Contributors to Uncertainty Based Upon Partial Variance Analysis for Net Primary Productivity (NPP; <10 years)

Raczka NPP (posterior_re) Raczka NPP (posterior) (Dietze, Serbin, et al., 2014) NPP (posterior, no random effects)

Quantum efficiency (50%) Soil-plant water cond. (>50%) Growth respiration (>50%)
Leaf respiration (25%) Growth respiration (28%) Soil-plant water cond. (11%)
Soil-plant water cond. (12%) Stomatal sensitivity (5%) Stomatal sensitivity (10%)
Growth respiration (12%) Carbon balance mort. (3%) Quantum efficiency (7%)

Carbon balance mort. (6%)

Note. Dietze, Serbin, et al. (2014) values are based upon the average contribution across all hardwood plant functional type (PFT) sites.

Table 4
Top Parameter Contributors to Uncertainty Based Upon Partial Variance Analysis for Above Ground Biomass (AGB; <10 years)

Raczka AGB (posterior_re) Raczka AGB (posterior) (Wang et al., 2013) AGB (poplar) (LeBauer et al., 2013) AGB (switchgrass)

Quantum efficiency (40%) Growth resp. (>50%) Growth resp. Growth resp. (12%)
Leaf respiration (25%) Water cond. (28%) Leaf resp. Root/leaf carbon (10%)
Water cond. (15%) Minimum height (23%) Quantum effic. Leaf turnover (7%)
Growth resp. (10%) Rep. alloc. (5%) Carbon mortality Specific leaf area (5%)

Water cond.

Note. The plant functional type (PFT) type is variable across this comparison where Raczka = late hardwood PFT, Wang = poplar only (no random effects), and
LeBauer = switchgrass only (no random effects). The soil-plant water conductance parameter is abbreviated with water conductance.
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(2) basing the sensitivity analysis on % composition variables of NEE, AGB, or NPP instead of total stand com-
position as was done here.

The secondary importance of mortality upon the ecosystem state could have reflected limitations within the
model. The version of ED2 used in this analysis calculated the carbon balance mortality as a function of
carbon balance based on light competition, ignoring any contribution to mortality from hydraulic limitation
(drought mortality). Finding observations to inform the carbon balance mortality rate, however, is challen-
ging given the long life span of trees (Dietze & Moorcroft, 2011) and the difficulties in directly measuring
the carbon balance of trees in the field (Dietze, Sala, et al., 2014; Mantooth, 2017).

4.2. Impact of Random Effects Upon Parameter and Model Uncertainty

Including random effects to estimate parameter uncertainty made a significant impact upon the relative con-
tribution of ecosystem process to model uncertainty (Figure 7). Excluding random effects replaced quantum
efficiency and leaf respiration with soil–plant water conductance and growth respiration as the parameters that
most influence model uncertainty, which was more consistent with previous ED2 analyses (e.g., Dietze,
Serbin, et al., 2014; LeBauer et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2013). Unlike these previous uncertainty analyses, we
chose to include random effects (posterior_re) because excluding them led to unrealistically narrow posterior
distributions and led to simulations inconsistent with observations (Figure 4b). Furthermore, assuming trait
data is drawn from the same distribution (i.e., no random effects) may underestimate the true variability of
the parameters and therefore provide an overconfident estimate of model uncertainty (Dietze, 2017a).
Considering random effects, however, makes it necessary to estimate additional parameters within equa-
tion (1) (e.g., across-site precision, Table S4) using data from multiple study sites. For example, four out of
the five parameters that were calibrated with trait data had between 13 and 88 observations (sample mean
for a particular species, site, and treatment); however, the number of unique sites from which the trait data
were measured was much less (range from 5 to 10 sites per trait). The availability of trait data also dictates
the level of specificity for the PFT. In this analysis PFTs were defined by successional stage; however, with
additional trait data the PFTs could be made species specific (i.e., maple, basswood, and ironwood) poten-
tially reducing the parameter uncertainty.

Beyond just the availability of trait data, the parameter uncertainty is also related to the TBM representation
of an ecosystem process. Whereas a portion of the parameter uncertainty is reducible through trait data, a
portion is irreducible and represents missing processes within the modeling system (process error; Dietze,
2017b). Future work should pay close attention how an expanding trait database combined with increasingly
mechanistic representation of ecosystem process impact the posterior parameter distributions.

As an alternative to quantifying random effects through trait databases, the site-to-site variability captured by
random effects can also be estimated as part of Hierarchical Bayesian calibration approaches (Dietze, 2017a),
which have recently been implemented in PEcAn (Fer et al., 2018). Future studies should estimate the para-
meter variability and quantify the impact upon model uncertainty through this calibration approach.

4.3. Experimental Design Improvements

This analysis focused upon the impact of aboveground ecosystem processes, whereas a more comprehensive
uncertainty analysis should include the impact of belowground carbon cycling processes, aboveground and
belowground initial conditions, and atmospheric forcing (Dietze, 2017b). Preliminary simulations suggest
that ED2 is highly sensitive to both the representation and initialization of soil carbon processes given that
different methodologies in initializing the soil carbon pools (i.e., initializing from observations versus spinning
up from bareground state) led to significant differences in carbon uptake (Figure S5). A more recent version
of PEcAn includes belowground carbon cycling parameters and the capability to treat initial conditions as an
adjustable parameter within the uncertainty analysis.

This analysis used a univariate parameter approach coupled with an ad-hoc bivariate correlation analysis to
estimate first and second order (interactions) parameter effects upon model uncertainty. The relatively large
number of parameters and computational expense of the model prevented a more formal variance based
sensitivity approach. However, the elementary effects approach (i.e., method of Morris) combined with a
Sobol’ sensitivity analysis (e.g., Saltelli et al., 2008) has the capability to filter out unimportant parameters
and directly quantify first-order, second-order, and total-order sensitivity indices. Approaches such as these
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could help expand the analysis to early, middle, and late hardwood PFTs and quantify across-PFT interactions,
which we hypothesized to be important (section 4.1).

Parameters were assumed independent in this analysis, but information about parameter correlations should
be included to help reduce parameter uncertainty. A more recent version of PEcAn included an estimate of
parameter correlations both within and across PFTs for seven leaf traits (Shiklomanov et al., 2018). They found
that including covariance within multivariate modeling reduced the mean trait uncertainty; however, across-
PFT correlations added little additional constraint to the model outcome. It would be worth expanding this
beyond leaf traits to include interactions amongst successional processes as well.

5. Conclusions

We have performed an uncertainty analysis within a cohort-based TBM with a representation of processes
important to plant-based succession including reproduction, resource competition, andmortality. The expec-
tation was for successional processes to become increasingly important to the simulated carbon uptake and
overall model state as simulation time increased from annual to multidecadal to centennial time frames.
Against expectations, we found that parameters most responsible for fast physiological response including
quantum efficiency, leaf respiration, and soil–plant water conductance were most influential upon carbon
dynamics regardless of the simulation time. This was in part because the parameter uncertainty was relatively
large for these processes driven by a significant variation in trait data across different sites and treatment con-
ditions. These findings suggest the most efficient approach to reducing model predictive uncertainty is
through a more exhaustive search for trait-level data to reduce quantum efficiency and leaf respiration uncer-
tainty and reduce the variety of species within a PFT. The soil-plant water conductance parameter, on the
other hand, is highly empirical and hard to constrain in demographic models (Fisher et al., 2018); therefore,
we recommend a restructuring of the model formulation to allow for direct measurements of the hydraulic
processes that are fundamental to water transfer. These finding were based upon a univariate uncertainty
approach and limited to primarily aboveground ecosystem processes. A more comprehensive uncertainty
analysis should consider the importance of across-PFT interactions for succession based processes, and the
influence of belowground carbon cycling processes.

Data Availability

ED-2 source code can be found at https://github.com/EDmodel/ED2. PEcAn source code is located at https://
github.com/PecanProject/pecan. Plant trait data is located within the BETY database at https://www.betydb.
org/. Meteorological and biological data for the Ameriflux site Willow Creek (US-WCr) are available at http://
ameriflux.lbl.gov/sites/siteinfo/US-WCr. Witness tree data can be found through Liu et al. (2011), and remo-
tely sensed biomass data are available through Kellndorfer et al. (2012).
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